Message Nine of Twelve

The New Cycle has BEGUN!
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa
Delivered at TOSA Ranch Lotus Temple July 09, 2006

The Unified Archangelic Realm speak as one:
Yes! WE…ARE…Here! IT…IS…with a strong good afternoon that we say hello
to you. Dearest children, dearest Ones of great One-ness, and great
understanding, we come to you now through the many worlds and the
many ethers, and the many incontinuities, YES!
We wish for you to understand, as we greet thee and as we say hello to
thee, we offer you the vital blessing of BE-ing-ness. We come to you as a
blended energy of many.
It is a beauty-full and glorious time to arrive into the full universal
connection of ALL that IS; ALL that HAS BEEN, ALL that WILL BE,
and ALL that WE KNOW OF NOW.
Today we come with the full energy of all those Archangels that you call out
to. The realm calls to you, because you have amassed time1.
It is important for you to re-cognize that as you have amassed this time, as
the energies have come forward now, as we are present now, there is a
great cycle unfolding before you at this time; the stars, the knowing, the
cycles, the recognitions, and the beings.
The New Cycle Has Begun

1

Direct reference to the two-year uplevel cycle of 2020 and 2021 that called forward the time compression uplevel
energies in late 2020.
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Dearest ones! YOU...ARE...in the matrix of Divine endings and beginnings.
They are happening to ALL of YOU...now. You must allow yourself to let
what must end, end, and to let what is beginning, to begin.
Be present in the reunification of the energy of ALL THAT IS.
Each of YOU serves a vital function in this new time: in the cycle of opening,
in the cycle of reunion, in the cycle that is coming together.
Dearest children! We wish for YOU to KNOW, your planet is vibrating very
quickly. In this very powerful and quick vibration, alignments will come
together very quickly also, as will polarizations.
As two magnets repel, you will see this energy increase as much as you will
see the flow increase. ALL...IS...increasing, and there is no discernment on
what increases in the realm of density. IT...IS...simply increased energy; so
ALL increases. It offers you the great gift of increasing your discernment.
You must remember dearest ones, that the one who causes others to be
held, the one who wishes to put others in bondage, the one who wishes to
hold back others from being their truth, is in as much bondage as those
they seek to hold back. They are all in the bondage together!
To be free from bondage is a great gift in the time of reunification.
For in the time of reunification great bondage appears in mass.
There are many who are in, using your words, indentured servitude. They
are indentured into their belief systems. They are indentured into habits
and patterns. They are, indeed, in bondage to belief systems. It is these
belief systems that hold them down, and are the bondage to the systems
themselves.
You must see these as one Divine presence together.
You must RE-member this.
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Honoring Gaia during this Cycle
Many will be crying out:
“How can we be happy? How can be ever be happy again?”
This message, this cry, this eternal scream as you wish to call it, will come
out from millions by the end of what you call this year. They will wonder
how this planet could be the way it is, how so much could happen, how the
planet herself could feel as if she has turned against them.
The planet loves you so much.
The planet abundantly loves and supports you.
This planet needs your love more than she has ever needed it.
Place some soil into a little pot. Call forward the seeds of whatever you
wish to germinate. Gently place those seeds onto your tongue. Invite yourself as you place the seeds on your tongue to hold them for a moment.
Infuse them with the Divine love that you wish to give back to the planet.
This has nothing to do with that which you are germinating or whether or
not the plant comes forward, it is simply saying my blood to your blood.
Your saliva carries many, many energies and recognitions. As you place the
seeds into the little pot of dirt, and each day as you water them, water
them for the planet.
Do not do this for yourself, do it for the world, for your beloved Gaia.
Your planet is crying. Your planet is crying and crying. This is why there will
be so much water. This is why the water must rise.
This is why the water must continue to come forward.
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The tears of the planet must find resolution.
Just as you when you feel pain, and then you release water
and feel better, the planet must do the same. She loves you so much.
One small act of kindness towards her, offers millions freedom.
In small acts of kindness towards the Earth,
you are able to walk with her, not tread deeply into her.
Pay attention. IT…IS…important for you to realize, with the water that is
coming forward there will be what many floods. How do you wish to
perceive the flood? Is it a flood of consciousness, or is it a flood of
devastation? Is it a flood of recognition? All have already made their
choice.
Choice vs. Confusion: Eternal Recognition
Dearest children, for many cycles we have shared the privilege of making a
conscious choice, of being able to “re –up” as they say.
With Conscious Choice-Making, YOU…say YES…
To life…Eternal life…Eternal recognition.
As YOU say YES to the eternal recognition, YOU…ARE…able to say yes for
many who do not know the choice they have made.
Confusion energy comes from an alignment with that which re-cognizes
illness. YOU understand that ALL illness is tied to confusion energy.
Cellular confusion, DNA confusion, confusion of that which can be.
And so, how can we be happy?
Happiness, dearest ones, comes from the clear re-cognition of the
Choice of Love. It is that simple. Clear re-cognition of the Choice of Love.
There cannot be doubt in that choice.
Tthere cannot be doubt within that re-cognition.
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If you are open to those that wish for you to doubt your own being-ness2,
doubt your own loving-ness, doubt your own presence, you deny love.
IT…IS…your confidence of your choice of love, that offers others the
choice of love3. It is your love…your nourishing love…that nourishes,
offers, and IS, the service of ALL soul’s in light.
You wish to be en-lightened?
BE in service of ALL souls through the confident knowing of
your own choice to be in love4.
YOU…ARE…NOW…in a cycle inviting you to not be pre-empted by fear or
destruction. To not be pre-empted by an Earth that must offer herself
cleansing. Many, in the choice that they have already made, know that
they will not be in density form much longer. They know this.
If you talk to them, they say why do I feel this way, why do I know this?
For some this is truth. For others it is fear working for a false truth!
The ones who are in truth will be the ones who speak about it the least.
The ones who are in fear, will be the ones who fearfully talk about it often.
Re-cognize that the choices have ALL been made!
HOW the choices are manifesting is now the next choice.
Dearest ones, you live in the energy of cycles. All beginning has an end, as
all end has a beginning. IT…IS…an eternal gift that arises with eternal
recognition. As one-dimension folds into another dimension, a glorious
reunification period begins. YOU…see the truth of this gift.
2

Reference to Partners in Pain as fully shared in Sri & Kira’s book Sacred Union: The Journey Home.
This is the moment we break free of the victim triangle and fully step into Ascended Presence.
4
The moment where all blame is released and the joy of self-responsibility is embraced.
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Re-cognize the culmination energy is designed to uplift, to reunify, to
present, to give, to recognize, to offer, and to BE.
Re-visiting the Primary Choice
Everyone, every being, and every energy, because it is not limited to human
form, ALL have made choices. And, ALL are now birthing the next choice
from the primary choice.
The primary choice, very simply is, to which dimension do I align my
energy? To which dimension do I align my energy? Re-cognizing that in the
alignment of density energy, there is much to do. Many doers have aligned
in density energy.
It is important to re-cognize within density alignment, and for many they
must exist in density, the old judgments will flare and say: how can this one,
who is obviously so enlightened be so aligned with density?
Honor them for knowing that their way to serve is to stay in the masses.
There are many who must be in density alignment now. As there are many
who will be at a moment of great confusion. The Light Bearers are those
who assist those that are confused when they see light. You can help one
or two right now. You find a light, you help them cross, you find a light, you
help them come out of confusion.
What happens when millions are calling to you at once?
What happens when there is such great confusion?
This is why the choice to anchor in another dimension is an imperative
choice, too5. As you anchor in another dimension, it does not mean you
ignore any other dimension, indeed you have great functionality in all
dimensions! by making a choice to align in a dimension other than density.
5

Reminder of the teaching to this point beginning with the Living in the Fifth Dimension series. Notable that this 2020
re-release on Nov. 30, 2020, the entry of Spiral time has already revealed itself.
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It is only within the choice to align with density, that you are aligned with
density, and thereby bound in density. This is why we have shared with
you today that the one who holds others down is just as bound as the one
being held. It is a cycle, and it does have balance.
In the a-lion-ment with 5th dimensional energy, you a-lion with being
between many worlds. You align with a way of being-ness that cannot look
like the model of density.
You will all-ways touch the model of density. You have the vessel, (body), of
this planet. You have a unique and absolutely stunning vessel that is very
much aligned with this planet. And this planet is birthing as this planet is
purging. It is all a balanced energy6.
Embracing Your Energetic Anchor
As you still occupy the vessel of this planet and enjoy the energy, you will
move in many ways. Many ways. You will move physically, you will move
spiritually, you will move etherically. You will move in many different ways.
And! YOU…must move.
It is in the lack of movement, that the stagnation will create the doubt.
Stagnation will create the places within that stop energy. Re-member
dearest children that you are ready to move in many ways.
Re-member that while this movement is imperative, you must also
recognize it is important to have an energetic anchor. What do we mean
by this?
An energetic anchor is that place that you have been called to on this Earth.
Where you feel peace. Where you feel Divine energy.
6

The energy of December 2020 is Balanced Creation…this is a confirmation of the future pace of when this
insoulment was delivered. This is the moment that is being described.
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Where YOU…KNOW… in that place, touching Gaia, YOU…ARE…HOME. A
Divine space where you feel at home. Where you feel everything as right,
and where you feel a-lioned.
That place is happening and unfolding for many. YOU…must not let doubt
destroy that. Many touch this place and then doubt. They are bound by
their belief systems. They are bound to stay. To be.
Another choice. A choice within a choice.
Be where your heart calls you, and all flows effort--lessly. Do not worry
over details. This does not mean let go of action. What it means, is that in
the details that you see, the movement of energy is already present.
Calling on the Archangelic Realm to Serve
Call on us! WE…ARE…HERE… for YOU. We have no other purpose than to
serve you. IT…IS…why WE…ARE…HERE. Truly! All YOU need do is call on us.
Ask. All you need do is ask. So many times, you simply forget to ask for our
assistance.
It is the asking that is a function of remembering how to receive.
What is it you wish to create?
What is it you wish to unfold?
What is it you wish to bring forward?
Simply ask!
We speak with many, as do you. The many realms that you are, speak with
so many, all the time.
Being a light. BE-ing a pillar of light, BE-ing in light, is offering many an
opportunity to find light. Often times, it is dark, is it not? In the dark, do
you not feel good when you see the light? When you look at a cloudy night
sky and one star appears, do you not rejoice beautifully?
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Do you not see the gift of this brilliant star? And was it not there all along?
It was never not there. IT…IS…ALL-ways shining bright.
What do you wish to see? On the cloudy day, is the blue sky gone? It is still
present. If you gaze into the clouds and ask: let me see the blue, and allow
your eyes to be soft-focused and present, you will separate that veil, and
the cloud will no longer be there. Also, on the cloudy night, if you stand
outside and look into the sky, and allow the eyes to soft focus, the stars will
appear, as will the constellations, as will the planets, as will ALL of the
Divine sparks of light that wish to connect with you. That YOU already
connect with often.
The Elixirs of Life: Divine Movement
With Divine connection, the re-cognition that IT…IS…already there, arises
the happiness and center of that which you seek to know.
Nothing can be destroyed except perception.
Nothing can be destroyed except perception, and you live in a world in
which perception is considered reality, is it not? You have great illusions
being fed to many. Great illusions on big screens, little screens, papers,
whatever. Many illusions create many perceptions.
How do YOU wish to be? How can YOU…BE… in a perceptual reality?
In a perceptual reality you can hold forth light and help clear the fog. REcognizing that the sky in this world will all-ways be blue; until YOU wish it to
be purple or gold, or red, or whatever color calls to YOU. However,
YOU…KNOW…that you have a blue foundation of sky. A safety point, an
anchor, to look at, to help you expand and go beyond.
There have been many, many, many, many elixirs of life. We love this word
elixirs of life. The elixirs of life are many different, what you might wish to
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call concoctions or cocktails made of many different energies, belief
systems, and ways of being. These elixirs of life have mutated, grown and
shifted over the eons, over the millennia, in this world. Before YOU…is the
elixir of light. What do you choose to ingest?
When the elixir of light becomes the life that you are, in the eternal
presence of absolute knowing, recognition, and Divine being-ness, IT…IS…
there that your expression can only be of joy. Can only be of thee-light.
IT…IS…there that ALL movement becomes Divine movement.
Breathing IS Divine movement. Waking up. Going to sleep. Touching,
walking, running, whatever you do, IT…IS…All…Divine movement. In Divine
movement, it is your time now, in this world, to honor ALL Divine
movement by BE-ing in and honoring THIS world.
There will be massive Divine movement of many BE-ings. What you would
call refugees. Many who will need to move very quickly, find new places to
BE. Many who are not accustomed to living as you would say, without.
Perhaps no lights, perhaps no power, perhaps no running water, or easy
access food, perhaps no cars. Many will be faced with these choices very
quickly.
Holding Balance During the Cycle Shift
The true abundance of your own light nature is what will hold the energy,
which will open and BE. In the balancing of the energies, in the beautiful
cycle shift from one dimension folding into another, from linear time
unwinding itself from its own constraint7, being held in bondage; there is
much energy that must free and open.
Your vibrational rates have already sustained what to many would have
been nervous shock. IT…IS…why so many are feeling so ill. Within the

7

This is a direct reference to 2021. The first year of the Spiral Time Experience.
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confusion energy, many what you would call health challenges are growing
very rapidly now.
In confusion energy, IT…IS…indeed, easy to let go, if you choose. IT…IS…
important to re-cognize the absolute truth of those who wish to stay in the
density experience.
Many will choose health as a means to depart and as a means to teach. This
is fine. IT…IS…ok. IT…IS…important for YOU to stay present in your own
choices. In your own recognitions. You are moving forward now into the
time of otherworldly recognition8.
In a world that still has the need and desire to document every ounce of
energy, it will be a great unfolding when ALL forms of documentation can
no longer apply. The evidence is simply in front of you. There IT…IS. There
was no formula for this. Yes! IT…IS…most humorous. There was no
formula, there was no way to predict, oh my goodness, there we are. Not
there they are, there we are.
Understanding Galactic Reunification
We are ALL re-uniting. In the re-unification there will be those who come in
light. And, there will be those who come in dark, oh yes. There will be
those who come who will know the truth of you. Not by your words. By the
energy patterns you carry and embody now. By your alignment to higher
vibrations. Because of this, you cannot ever, ever, succumb to dark energy.
When you are in the truth of your Divine energy, you will re-cognize
immediately, despite any words, those that cause and come to bring you
dark energy, and those that have truly come to offer you light connection.

8

Additional confirmation of the timing of this re-release. Consciousness has now exceeded any other co-created
moment. This is the miracle in motion…that we are AWARE of this moment.
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You cannot enter into anything harmful if YOU,
your-self are without fear.
This is why the fear energy is being so greatly helped. There are many that
wish your planet to be in fear. It will make it very easy for them to come in.
Very easy to be perceived as the ones who are here to rescue9. Dearest
children, we do not rescue. That will be your greatest re-cognition. If the
energy is to rescue, you will know immediately it is not true energy.
Rescue energy does not empower you. Rescue energy entraps you.
Rescue energy asks you not to trust yourself. Rescue energy claims that
you do not have power, because someone or something, or some other
energy, must give you the answers.
You are power-full, power-full, power-full, power-full, power-full cocreators! Your answers are Divine, and we honor you! Your answers are
absolutely correct. You must trust yourself. You must empower yourself.
You must stay in the light of the truth of you because this is how you
will stand in the light for others.
The confusion energy will be rampant. Many will say rescue me, as they do
now. They are being taught and trained like precious little babies and
monkeys, to be rescued. To have instant gratification and rescue them
from looking at their own energy. Many cannot look into the mirror of
their own soul because they are afraid.
Stand clear in the mirror of your own soul, so that fear cannot enter you.
You are impervious to any negative or dark energy, as long as fear does not
enter you. Your confident, spiritual connection, your recognition of your
9

Reference to the urgency of breaking free of the trap of Victim Consciousness as the gateway to restoring the balance
of energy. To be free from the cycle of victim, abuser, rescuer, and embrace your divine nature as the Healer, Mentor,
Teacher. The essence of the Yoga of Self-Ascension as the Art of Ascended living.
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Divine heart, your absolute trust in your Divine connection, is the greatest
protection you can ever have. IT…IS…only when you doubt it, that any form
of fear, disruption, or what you call dark, can enter. Darkness cannot enter
a pure stream of Divine light. It cannot enter it. You are all-ways safe.
Pure, Divine love will dispel any negative energy,
no matter what it looks like.
Close your eyes to what density wishes to show you. Open your eyes to the
truth of what is. With open eyes the sky is always blue. With open eyes the
stars are brilliant and bright. With open eyes you KNOW that we are you, as
you are us.
There is no separation. We share this way because it is the way we can in
this moment. We look forward to greater communication with ALL. Do not
fear for any. ALL are uniting. ALL are going home. IT…IS…how they have
chosen. And ALL have chosen according to their soul. Allow your-self to BE
in the Divine perfection of that which is. Do not obsess about others. Let
your-self arise. Let your gifts be. Trust. Trust. Trust.
Harvesting Your Gifts as a Spiritual Lion
May all of your words, as you choose to use the chakra of truth10, (throat
chakra), may ALL words speak only in honoring of your Divine trust and
wisdom. May ALL that you do reaffirm your choice of love and truth.
May you plant your seeds with your DNA as a gift to the planet. May you
teach others how to do this. May you harvest the gifts that are before you.
You are at the time of harvest. This cycle before you now is unlike any
other cycle. Unlike any other cycle. This cycle will come on like a lion and

10

Ascended Numerology reveals that 2021 is the energy of the 5 plus the double infinite. This is the energy of the throat
chakra.
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will continue like a lamb and will eventually dissolve into the nothingness of
ALL-ness. Let it have its flow.
IT…IS…time for you to come on like a lion. A spiritual lion11! Follow the
energy of the cycle. You are in the time of the lion, so be the lion. What is
it you wish to bring forward? What is it you wish to do? What is it you
know you are called to create?
You are empowered right now energetically in the cycle that has begun
with that of the lion. YOU…ARE…the lion. Have no fear.
As you bring it all forth, then gently walk as the lamb knowing that ALL is in
perfection. Re-cognizing that you will dissolve into the nothingness of ALLness, and that ALL has ALL-ways been. There cannot be separation.
You are ready and IT…IS…time. KNOW that we come as the unified
presence because we wish for you to know, IT…IS…in unified presence that
all of what you call your dreams, come true now12. YOU…ARE…at the time
of great community. Great cooperation. Great synergy. Great recognition.
Together as great community, you will do that which you wish to do. Recognize the gifts of those around you. Be present to all your situations.
Know and trust why you are called to be. Pay attention to every moment.
Serendipity does not even begin to express the importance of your
alignments, those you connect with, those you are being called to be with,
and those that you are interacting with.
Pay attention. The community you seek, and ALL, is before you now.
Take in the breath of the great-full and knowing community. As you
breathe in the breath of great-full knowing community, your re-cognition
11

This is the Miracle In-lionment as the rise of the divine feminine and the essence of the Yoga of Self-Ascension.
Discover WWAGlobal to ignite this In-lioned presence.
12
TOGETHER WE ARE BETTER!
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and your mission, unfolds as the one mission, as part of the collective
mission. You are not being diminished; YOU…ARE…BE-ing enhanced.
Your gifts, talents, skills, knowing, seeking, teaching, become even greater
when you align with those that serve you as you serve. You must give as
you receive, and you must receive to give. Honor your flow.
There are many you will meet. Many are being called. Many wish to
understand why they are being called. Many wish to pick up phones, or
make letters, or show up and say, I don’t know why I’m here. Good! Don’t
know, just experience. Just BE. Pay attention. Observe.
This is the precious gift. Soon enough the lion energy will roar greatly on
your world. If you are a-lioned with the lion energy, then you can stand
without fear and roll with it.
If you are afraid, then you can easily be eaten. You understand this? Good.
It is a powerful message, and it is up to you, dearest bearers of Divine light
to stand with great confidence in who YOU…ARE. Many blessings.
A Divine Blessing
We are sharing with each one of you the Divine gift of energetic recognition
as it opens many pathways. Clearing and cleansing anything that is unlike
Divine balance.
Showing you your own Divine knowing. Yes. Breathe. Do not stop
breathing. Clear the remnant of doubt. Stand in the truth.
The portals are opening. Trust the process.
Patience is a great virtue and a wonderful child to birth. Remember that all
take on the energy of the mother in many ways. Birthing is a great honor.
Be present. Be aware. Be a fixture of Divine courage. Know the truth.
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A lion is as great as their confidence in their ability to move forward.
This is a powerful cycle. You must know how powerful IT…IS.
IT…IS…important to KNOW this. The power of this cycle is unlike any power
that has been on this planet. You must understand this. You have been
through power-full energies much recently.
As the water floods this cycle, the fire will burn just as bright. Water and
fire balance each other and so they will coexist. Breathe. Do not be upset
with your bodies at this time. They are helping to anchor the energies that
you are carrying. If you fight your body, it will disrupt your flow.
Love your body as it is honoring the energies of this time now. Love it and
love the Earth, as the Earth is doing the same. Do not curse her when she
must do what she must do. Love her through her pain so that she can feel
your Divine connection. All is well. It is truly well. Yes.
We love you so much. Our love for you defies what you could understand
as love in this world, and you know how loved you are. With each breath,
feel us holding you. YOU…ARE…the gift, always know that.
Be the confident lion, and this will be a glorious time.
ALL that you wish to manifest is coming forward now.
Delight and be!
Kira Raa speaks after re-entering her body:
They just keep saying that the abundant streams of the universe are now
showering upon you. All you need do is stand and say I want, I deserve.
This is the time of manifestation13.

13

Direct reference to the state of BE-ing that ignites the Law of Instantaneous Manifestation.
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We are in the time of great manifestation. That the abstract right now, it’s
like you touch it, and it becomes manifest. Hold your consciousness.
They’re saying there is great challenge in desire because you must use your
discernment now. Anything that you touch will become manifest, so be
careful what you are focusing on.
If you focus on pain, you will have more pain.
If you focus on abundance, you will have greater abundance.
They’re showing me buildings, they’re like if you want to materialize a
building, there it is14. It’s like everything, the doors, the gateways are
opening, and they’re just showing me in front of each one of you right now,
it’s like everything you’re trying to create, it’s right there. It’s now.
The Benevolent Ones are right here, and it’s so beautiful, they’re just
saying; they’re breathing. It feels like these beautiful white, stunning white
dragons and they’re just breathing. They’re right here and they’re just
breathing.
They’re saying feel the breath of Divine life and we are here. And they’re
sending out this Divine manifestation of Divine life. They’re saying, receive
the gift of the Divine eternal and KNOW that soon we are together in many
ways. Oh, it’s beautiful, it’s so beautiful. And so it is.
Sri Ram Kaa:
And, indeed, so IT…IS. We must laugh more. The world needs more
laughter. IT…IS…in the bounce of the laughter that we loosen that which
binds us. IT…IS…in the giggle of delight that we recognize the truth of our
safety. Let us delight, giggle and bounce.
Kira Raa: Sounds like Tigger!

(Much Laughter)
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